CYBERBULLYING
ONLINE ABUSE

SOCIETY

HARASSMENT

VICTIMS

AVOID NEGATIVITY

SAFETY ZONE
DATE: 9TH TO 17TH OF OCTOBER, 2017
VENUE: BALATONAKARATTYA, HUNGARY
This Youth Exchange gives the opportunity to experience how the youth
generation sees and faces the online abusing. The project is about what can the
new generation people do to avoid cyberbullying. This program highlights
the fact that youngsters of nowdays can be the victims of online criminals.
In the program the youngsters will also present themselves, their organization,
country and it’s culture for the others and learn more about the main topic
through presentations, games and social activities.
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About the project
SUMMARY
Lélektér Foundation was accredited as an EVS delegating and hosting organization in October, 2014.
Since then, the Foundation has participated in and coordinated many successful youth exchanges in
the European Union.
In this project the partners from Malta, Lithuania, Turkey, Italy, Greece and Poland possess significant
experience in youth exchange - many joint projects were successfully implemented. Due to this
success, we have met young people who are interested in participating in intercultural learning
opportunities. Therefore, Lélektér Foundation and the above mentioned partners have developed
„SAFETY ZONE” project, a youth exchange in Hungary.
In the preparation process the needs and interests of the youth have been identified. These are in
the realm of the various art forms and other creative activities. To ensure the exceptional quality of
the program, more organizations focus on the fact of cyberbullying.
The “SAFETY ZONE” project will be implemented from 9th-17th of October, 2017 in Balatonakarattya
(Hungary). Participants number per country: 5+1, age limit: between 18-30 (leaders can be 30+). We
prefer participants, who will departure from their country.
Arrival day: 9th of October
Departure day: 17th of October
All together there are 7 organizations involved in the project (6 partners + the Lélektér
Foundation). Our Foundation also delegates 2 volunteers to help with the technical issues,
administration and such.
In order to make the communication system easier there will be a Facebook group for the leaders
and all the participants.
Through the fact of cyberbullying and non-formal education the participants will be supported in
their development of becoming conscious consumers, active and moreover conscious citizens of the
European Union.
"SAFETY ZONE" project of Lélektér Foundation also helps more young people to learn about and get
involved in different opportunities offered by the European Union. On international level the project
builds a well-functioning network among the 7 partner organizations, and offers opportunities for
other countries to join this network in order to implement further successful projects.
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GOALS

The main goals of the project are to generate international co-operation via non-formal education
and art workshops, exchange experience, to foster the system of youth policy, to strengthen social
inclusion of the youth and to encourage them to take more active participation in the European
democracy.
Short-term goals of the project are to build new international networks, to propagate the Erasmus+
Programme, and to provide development of competencies of the participants’ varied skills. The
program also aims to generate opportunities to learn and adapt good-practices, to improve language
skills of the youngsters. Also, it helps establish new techniques in order how to avoid cyberbullying
and develop self-knowledge of the participants and to foster their social responsibility.
The long term goal of this project is to increase the knowledge of moving in the online space safety,
reduce the risk of being a victim of cyber criminals and to support and mobilize young people on
their road of becoming conscious costumers of the Internet.
Our youth exchange program includes all the priorities, goals and mission of the Erasmus+
Programme.
Other important goals are to strengthen the co-operation, partnership between the participants and
to provide the development of their competencies. We support them to achieve their personal goals,
motivate them to get involved in self and community development activities by using their creativity
and their gained experience. The impact of the project is that with the help of the new experience,
knowledge they gained, they will be able to make positive changes.
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Who can attend?
AGE: Young people aged between 18 and 30 years (leaders can be 30+)
NUMBER OF THE PARTICIPANTS:

5

1

Participants

Groupleader
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About the venue
HUNGARY
Hungary (Hungarian: Magyarország, population: 9,8 million) is a landlocked
country which is located in Central Europe in the Carpatian Basin.
The national flag’s colors are: red, white, green which are represent: the
power, hope and loyalty.
The country is bordered by Austria,
Slovakia, Ukraine, Romania, Serbia
and Croatia.
The capital and also the largest city
(population: 1,7 million) called
Budapest. The official language is
Hungarian, which is the most widely
spoken non-Indo-European
language in Europe.

It is the home of the largest thermal water cave
system and the second-largest thermal lake in
the world (Lake Hévíz), the largest lake in Central
Europe (Lake Balaton), and the largest natural
grasslands in Europe (the Hortobágy National
Park).

Balaton is particularly popular touristic centrum
which is attracting foreigners also, especially in
the summer.
One of the most famous festival in Hungary is
taking place in the south part of the lake
(Siófok) called Balaton Sound. During the
summertime a lot of different festivals and
opened events are organized nation-wide
(Sziget, Volt, Hegyalja, PAFE, etc.)
Hungary's geography has been traditionally
defined by its two main waterways, the Danube
and Tisza Rivers. Hungary has 10 national parks,
145 minor nature reserves, and 35 landscape
protection areas. Administratively, Hungary is divided into 19 counties. The currency of Hungary is
called "forint" (sign: Ft; code: HUF).
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BALATONAKARATTYA

Balatonakarattya, with its 1000 inhabitants, is the first settlement of the north-eastern shore of Lake
Balaton and the first meeting point of the passenger coming from Budapest.
The center of the settlement was the 400 year old Rákóczi elm, which once marked the boundaries of
the Zala and Somogy counties (until 1950) for the fishermen on the lake. The tree to which, according
to a local legend, the denominator Prince tied his horse, began to dry in the second half of the 20th
century and later fell; Today is a monument. In autumn 2015, a small oak plant was planted by the
Municipality of Balatonkarattyai.
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ACCOMODATION

Hotel Vivien
The modern building complex of our hotel with its garden and enclosed parking lot can be found 200
meters from Lake Balaton.
Among the settlements around the lake the location of Balatonakarattya is particularly advantegous
because of its closeness to the capital (100 km) from where you can reach the shore of Lake Balaton
within one or one and a half hours on the highway, by train or by coach. The railway station is 50 m
from the hotel.
Guests will find varied services of a high standard besides excellent bathing and recreational
opportunities.
The hotel can accommodate 70 people in: 25 double bedrooms. The rooms are equipped with
bathrooms, toilets, television sets (colour, with remote control and satellite channels) and telephones.
Inside the building: estaurant, drink bar, sauna. In the yard: you will find a garden, a playground for
children, a barbecue, tennis courts, a small sports field and table tennis. Sports equipment is available.
On the beach of Lake Balaton 200 metres away aquacycles, windsurf equipment and boats can be
hired.
Well-equipped conference hall is perfectly suitable for organising various trainings, further education,
conferences, meetings and lectures for up to 100 people.
Technical equipment: overhead projector, comber, stereo, adjustable wall, visual board, reflecta,
blackboard, photocopier.
In Hotel VIVIEN you can enjoy ideal educational conditions, pleasant surroundings and the hospitality
of a friendly staff.
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HOW TO REACH BALATONAKARATTYA

We think that all of you will come by airplane and reach
Liszt Ferenc National Airport. From the airport this
would be the way to reach train station of Kelenföld.
And here is the key if you can’t recognise the marks. 




















If you arrive at the train station of Kelenföld then
you should go by train to Balatonakarattya. Here
is the schedule of the trains on 9th of October:

The train will take you off 3 minutes away from
the accomodation at Balatonakarattya.
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LOCAL WEATHER
The climate of the Hungary can be described as typical European continental weather. In
October participants probably need trousers and pullovers because the nights of autumn
can be cold here.

CURRENCY
The Hungarian currency called „forint”. One euro’s value is around 314 Hungarian forint.
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